1. Locate an area on the spa wall that has a flat surface at least 6 1/2” in diameter. Drill a 4 7/8” diameter hole through the spa wall.

2. Place the wall fitting in the 4 7/8” hole and position the “SPA”/arrow in toward the inside of the spa as indicated by arrow.

3. Using the speaker wall fitting as a template, (A) drill four 5/64” diameter holes around the perimeter for the four #6 x 1” oval Phillips-head screws (B).

4. Screw the wall fitting to the spa wall using the four #6 x 1” oval Phillips-head screws.

5. Aligning the groove in the speaker body (A) with the tab (B) inside the wall fitting, slide the speaker body through the wall fitting until it lies flush on the flange hole.

6. Position the trim ring over the wall fitting and speaker body. Rotate clockwise until the trim ring locks into place, securing the speaker.

**WARRANTY**
For product registration visit: www.waterwayplastics.com. For Warranty questions or claims please contact point of purchase.